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PDF .NET Library Documentation - PDF Technologies, Inc. The Semacode type exposes the following members.
[image: ]Properties
	
               
            	Name	Description
	[image: ]	BackColor	
            Gets or sets the background color for the barcode.
            
 (Inherited from PDFBarcode2D.)
	[image: ]	BarColor	
            Gets or sets the bars' color of the barcode. 
            
 (Inherited from PDFBarcode2D.)
	[image: ]	BorderColor	
            Gets or sets the barcode border's color. 
            
 (Inherited from PDFBarcode2D.)
	[image: ]	BorderWidth	
            Gets or sets the barcode border's width. 
            
 (Inherited from PDFBarcode2D.)
	[image: ]	Code	
            Gets or sets the value to encode. 
            
 (Inherited from PDFBarcode2D.)
	[image: ]	Encoding	
            Gets or sets the encoding to use on that barcode.
            

	[image: ]	Font	
            Gets or sets the font of the text displayed by the barcode.
            
 (Inherited from PDFBarcode2D.)
	[image: ]	ForeColor	
            Gets or sets the foreground color of the barcode.
            
 (Inherited from PDFBarcode2D.)
	[image: ]	Height	
            Gets the height of the barcode. It's uses UnitOfMeasure.
            
 (Inherited from PDFBarcode2D.)
	[image: ]	ModuleSize	
            Gets or sets the module size. It's uses UnitOfMeasure.
            

	[image: ]	ProcessTilde	
            Gets or sets whether tilde character should be processed.
            

	[image: ]	Ratio	
            Wide/narrow bar ratio.
            

	[image: ]	SymbolSize	
            Gets or sets the symbol size to use on that barcode. 
            

	[image: ]	Text	
            Gets or sets the additional text to show in the barcode image. This is not the value to encode. 
            
 (Inherited from PDFBarcode2D.)
	[image: ]	TextAlignment	
            Gets or sets the text alignment for Text property. 
            
 (Inherited from PDFBarcode2D.)
	[image: ]	UnitOfMeasure	
            Gets or sets the UnitOfMeasure. 
            
 (Inherited from PDFBarcode2D.)
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